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Abstract: Creating wireless sensor networks requires a different approach than traditional communication
networks because energy efficiency plays a key role in sensor networks, which consist of devices without
external power. The amount of energy used determines the lifetime of these devices. In most cases data packets
are less sensitive to delay, thus can be aggregated, making it possible to gather more useful information reducing
the energy required to transmit information. This article discusses the energy efficiency of different Forward
Error Correction algorithms and presents a method to calculate the optimal amount of aggregation of the data
packets in terms of power consumption, while taking into account the Bit Error Rate characteristics of the
wireless channel. The contribution of this paper is a general method to improve the energy efficiency of wireless
sensor networks by using the optimal amount of aggregation in case of different Forward Error Correction codes
and channel characteristics. The presented results can be applied to any packet-based wireless protocol.
Copyright © 2015 IFSA Publishing, S. L.
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1. Introduction
The use of wireless sensor networks is becoming
popular in various areas such as production,
environment and healthcare monitoring, smart
metering, intelligent home, precision agriculture, etc.
During the design and implementation of such
systems, special attention should be paid to the
energy consumption of the network nodes, as they
usually operate on battery power. Moreover, in many
applications, it is possible that the nodes transmit the
useful information in an application-specific
predefined time T delay instead of real-time
communication. Such systems are called DelayTolerant Networks (DTN).
This paper focuses on the energy consumption of
sensor networks with the restrictions defined by the
operation of DTNs. Our goal is to minimize the
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energy consumption of network nodes, taking into
account the BER (Bit Error Ratio) quality of the radio
channel to maximize battery life. This paper aims to
reach this goal by the means of the following
technique: using aggregation and (Forward Error
Correction) FEC codes. This method is applied in the
ISO-OSI Physical and Data link layers. The optimal
aggregation number is determined to decrease the
amount of consumed energy. The method was
developed for multi-hop wireless sensor networks
with stationary nodes.
This paper is an extended version of [1]. The
paper is organized as follows: Section 2 and Section
3 introduce the system model along with the
considered parameters of the sensor network
hardware and communication protocol. Section 4
describes the method of using aggregation to increase
efficiency. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper.
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1.1. Related Work
Various optimization problems in wireless sensor
networks were extensively covered by the literature.
In this section we collect the most important papers
dealing with some aspects of energy efficiency.
The ideal packet size is calculated in papers like
[2-3]. The relations of SNR, BER and the used
modulation on the radio channel are presented in [45]. Energy efficiency of routing protocols are
discussed in [6-7]. The advantages of clustering
algorithms are showed in [8]. In paper [9-10], FEC
schemes are evaluated for multi-hop communication.
The benefits of packet aggregation are also
investigated in [11-13].
In our previous works [14-15], we presented an
optimization method for determining the ideal size of
an aggregated packet according to the channel
characteristics and we extended that study when
using FEC. In this paper we expand our previous
work and determine the ratio of energy usage in case
of aggregation and without it, considering the packet
losses and corruptions on the radio channel.
Moreover we investigate effects of using FEC for
these scenarios.

2. Description of the System Model
The goal during communication is, considering
the constraints (e.g. the information has to arrive
within time interval T) to transmit the payload bits
over the wireless channel with the least possible
energy consumption. The data packets are structured
according to Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Packet structure.

The header and trailer are considered to have
fixed length, which are determined by the applied
communication protocol, the types of encryption and
error correction code. From the point of transmitted
data, these are not considered useful information, but
overhead. The overall length of the header and trailer
is ω bits.
The useful data consists of fix, predetermined
length of elements and structure. The size of this
bits. To maximize the energy
payload data is
efficiency of the system, the useful bits/all
transmitted bits ratio has to be maximized. According
to this goal and assuming no error in the transmission
the most possible useful data can be transmitted in
one packet, which means, that aggregation of the
information into one packet is necessary, because this
guarantees that the overhead ratio in the packet will
be minimal. In a data packet n pieces of data

elements of
bits length are transmitted, so the
useful data amount is times bits.
In a real world scenario, transmission without
errors in the channel is impossible. The
communication can be achieved only with a certain
amount of bit error rate. In this case, the pervious
statement, that the lengthiest packet is the most
energy efficient is not true, because the longer the
packet, the more likely it will suffer error during
transmission and hence it has to be resent. Error
correction coding can help to recover some of the
corrupted bits.
The following calculations can be carried out to
any other hardware. The formulas are considered
general solutions. The described protocol is
developed by the authors for delay-tolerant data
transfer, but the only parameters considered are the
amount of overhead and the payload length and
whether ACK is needed for the communication.
Having the knowledge of these parameters the
formulas can be applied for other protocols. The
parameters of the aforementioned devices were
determined using their datasheets.
To determine the particular size of the parts of the
packet, the calculations are based on protocol
developed by the authors for wireless sensor
networks. The communication protocol differentiates
two packet classes. One is responsible for network
management (e.g. discovery), the other for data
communication. The latter category has two message
types. One is the data packet itself, and the other is
the corresponding acknowledgement (ACK). The
transmission is successful, if the packet was sent and
the ACK is received. If any of the packets suffers bit
error during transmission, it has to be resent because
there is no error correction coding. Therefore the
calculations can be simplified. The ACK message
does not hold useful bits regarding the information to
be transmitted, so it is calculated as overhead.
Therefore, we add the length of ACK to the packet
length. The ACK message is the same as the header
part of a traditional data packet, which means its size
is 18 bytes. During optimization we do not take
management messages into account, because we
cannot influence their packet size.

3. Constants and Parameters
In this section we introduce the parameters shared
by both of the energy-saving solutions. The
parameters and their values are summarized in
Table 1. The demo system consists of an Atmel AVR
XMEGA A3 microcontroller [16] and a TI CC1101
433 MHz radio module [17]. Both devices are
extremely suitable for sensor networks, due to their
low power consumption, reliability and low price.
The symbols and parameters used in this
article are:
: 9.6 kbaud/sec. Using GFSK
modulation, one symbol carries one bit, which equals
9.6 kbit/sec.
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Table 1. Common parameters for calculations.
Symbol

Description
Length of header
Length of MAC
Transfer rate
Aggregation number
Length of payload
Bit error rate
Block size of FEC
Code length of FEC
Error correcting
capability of FEC
Number of
retransmissions

⁄
⁄

RX current
TX current
Time needed for RXTX state change
Time needed for TXRX state change
Time needed for
encoding 1 bit
Time needed for
decoding 1 bit
Voltage
Atmel CPU active
Current needed for
RX-TX state change
Current needed by
AES coder and
μcontroller during
coding and decoding
Atmel CPU clock
speed

Value
128
16
9600
1-100
80
4 ∙ 10 ,
4 ∙ 10 ,
4 ∙ 10
depends
on FEC
depends
on FEC
depends
on FEC
depends
on FEC
and BER
35.7
55.7

Unit
⁄

799
799
0.0916

⁄

0.0916

⁄

3
15.7
24.1

MHz

: 40 mA (at +10 dBm output power). This
value should be increased by the 15.7 mA current
draw of the microcontroller, but in case of
transmission,
the
microcontroller
encodes
simultaneously, so this value is considered in Ienc.
([17] page 9, Table 4).
: 20 mA (at sensitivity limit). This value
should be increased by the 15.7 mA current draw of
the microcontroller, but similarly as the transmission,
in case of receiving, the microcontroller
simultaneously decodes, so this value is considered in
Idec. ([17] page 10, Table 4).
The devices can operate on voltages between
2.6 V and 3.6 V, in our case the voltage is 3 V. ([16]
page 2; [17] page 8, Table 2).
Ienc = Idec =
= 15.7 mA + 223 μA.
During coding and encoding the microcontroller and
its AES module is working, because every packet is
encrypted but there is no error correcting coding. The
microcontroller operates on 32 MHz, with external
clock on 3 V. ([16] page 63, Table 34-1).
Itst = Irst: 8.4 mA (CC1101) + 15.7 mA (XMega).
In this state, the radio module runs frequency
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3
3

∙ 55.7
167.1
∙ 35.7
107.1
3 ∙ 24.1
72.3
3 ∙ 15.92
47.76

3.1. Forward Error Correction Schemes

15.92
32

synthesizer (FSTXON state). The current draw equals
in two cases: if the state changes from IDLE to RX or
TX including calibration state. ([17] page 9, Table 4).
Ttst: 799 μs. The radio module needs time to
switch to TX state including calibration. After
transmission, it switches from TX to IDLE state and
calibration takes negligibly little time (~0.1 μs). ([17]
page 54, Table 34).
Trst: 799 μs. The radio module needs time to
switch to RX state including calibration. After
transmission, it switches from RX to IDLE state and
calibration takes negligibly little time (~0.1 μs). ([17]
page 54, Table 34).
T1enc = T1dec: 1.465 μs/bit. The microcontroller
performs AES coding in 16 byte units. For encoding
or decoding a unit, 375 clock cycles are needed.
Calculating with 32 MHz clock speed, this means
11.72 μs for 16 bytes, assuming data is bigger and
neglecting padding of not exactly 16 bytes overhead,
normalized for 1 bit it is 0.0916 μs/bit.
The power required by transmission, reception,
encoding and decoding can be expressed as:

The authors have chosen to use block codes for
FEC, because their implementation uses fewer
resources –from the limited computational capacity
of microcontrollers – than other more advanced
codes. The following three error correction codes
were considered:
Hamming codes [6] are basic linear block codes
[7] using parity checking as the added redundant
information. They can only correct one bit per block
and detect 2 incorrect bits. Hamming codes are
perfect codes [7] and can be decoded using syndrome
decoding [18]. They are often used in ECC
memory modules.
Reed-Solomon [19], [20] codes are cyclic BCH
codes. They are commonly used in CDs and DVDs.
BCH (Bose–Chaudhuri–Hocquenghem) [21]
codes are also linear block codes, which can be
defined by a generator polynomial.
To calculate the energy consumption of a FEC
scheme, first the execution time of every FEC
scheme on the same computer using Matlab
simulation was measured. We chose this platform, as
most of the FEC codes are already built-in. Then we
implemented the selected code of each FEC scheme
on the chosen microcontroller (Atmel AVR
Xmega128 A3 [16]) and measured the clock cycles
of executing encoding and decoding. Using our
simulation data we could determine the proportion of
each code and scaled the energy consumption
according to the microcontroller’s clock cycles.
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The parameter denotes the required energy for
encoding and decoding in J/bit, and t is the error
correcting capability in bit/block.
(1)
During the selection process of the investigated
schemes, among the many possible combinations of
message lengths in a particular scheme, the best
performer was chosen as our comparisons show on
Fig. 2 - Fig. 4.
Fig. 4. Comparison of Hamming codes.
Table 2. Summary of FEC code parameters.
Code
No FEC
Hamming
(255,247)
ReedSolomon
(511,501)
BCH
(511,502)
Fig. 2. Comparison of BCH codes.

Complex.
none

Type
none

N
1

K
1

t
0

low

block

255

247

1

high

block

511

501

5

high

block

511

502

4

Table 3. FEC codes clock cycle counts.
Operation

Clock cycle count

RS encode

200000

RS decode

510000

BCH encode

130000

BCH decode
Hamming
encode
Hamming
decode

970000

5.0522 E-09
5.4344 E-07

2000
1.7619 E-05
28500

3.2. Packet Error Rate
Fig. 3. Comparison of Reed-Solomon codes.

The best performers among each type of block
codes were the following: BCH (511, 501),
RS (511, 501) and Hamming (255, 247). These
calculations were executed on a p=10-3 BER channel,
which is a rather noisy channel and the use of FEC
schemes can be significantly more efficient.
Table 2 shows the important parameters of the
FEC codes, which are used in the following
calculations.
Each error correcting code was implemented on
the Atmel microcontroller and the exact clock cycle
count for encoding and decoding was measured and
summarized in Table 3.

One way to describe the reliability of the radio
channel is to calculate the Bit Error Rate (BER),
which shows the amount of changed bits during
transmission. In this scenario we communicate with
packets and prefer to calculate whether a packet is
corrupted in case of a certain BER, which can be
expressed by the Packet Error Rate (PER).
In the calculation of PER we assume, that some
kind of FEC is applied to correct statistically
independent bits of the corrupted packet, and some
kind of MAC is used to recognize malicious
modifications of the payload. This paper does not
take correlated bit errors into account. We also
assume that FEC is not applied to the header of the
packets so that no unnecessary calculations are made
in case the destination address was corrupted.
According to the previous assumptions the
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connection between the BER and the PER in case of
FEC codes can be expressed as:

Substituting (4)-(6) into (3) we get
PERFEC = 1- 1
∑

1

(2)

2

.

2

In the calculation of the PER we used the ω
parameter for the overhead length, that includes the
length of the ACK and assumed that the radio
channel is symmetric for the BER.
Without the use of FEC (1) is simplified to (2), as
the values of the parameters are: N 1, K 1 and
t 0 according to Table 2.
1

(8)

(3)

1

Three new parameters are introduced to group the
energy consumption parameters by functionality:
.

28.56

47.76 mW ∙
47.76 mW ∙ 0.0916

0.0916
8.75

.

72.3 mW ∙
72.3 mW ∙ 799 μs 57.77 μJ

energy required for
Using these parameters, the
sending and receiving one bit can be rephrased as:

4. Optimal Amount of Aggregation
To deal with the header and trailer of the packets
together and to simplify the following equations let
for expressing
us introduce
the overhead.
The amount of energy needed for sending and
receiving one bit on a link without FEC can be
calculated as:
(4)
The amount of energy needed for transmission is:
(5)
The amount of energy needed for reception is:
(6)

,

(10)

where
2 .
Taking into account, that each packet
needs an ACK, (which is ω bit long) to confirm
successful delivery:
2

115.54 μJ
2ω

(11)

Assuming that the sent packets arrive successfully
with probability 1
on a channel characterized
by certain PER, the probability of successful
reception increases with the number of
retransmissions. The probability, that the number of
retransmissions until success will be , is given by
probability variable
with geometric distribution
and
1
1

In this scenario the packets are sent encrypted by
a built-in AES module, and Message Authentication
Code (MAC) is employed to ensure integrity.
Therefore the coding and decoding procedure consist
of two phases: the MAC is calculated for the entire
bit long packet, but only the nφ bit long
payload is encrypted to ensure that the headers are
easily accessible for faster packet processing and
routing. According to the previous lines the energy
needed for encoding and decoding can be
expressed as:
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,

(9)

,

799 μs

2

,

(7)

(12)

The expected value of – which means that in an
average how many packets need to be sent for a
successful reception – can be expressed as (according
to geometric distribution):
∙

1
1

(13)

Using (12), which denotes the average number
of required retransmissions (for the channel
characterized by PER) can be determined. The value
of should be a positive integer ( rϵ ), because
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every fraction of packet sent is considered to be a
part of a new packet, therefore:
1

(14)

1

According to (8), (10) and (13) the required
energy for sending and receiving a packet is:
,

(15)

where
,
.
Equation (13) can be grouped as:
is the energy required for transmission
•
and reception;
•
is responsible for switching RX and TX states;
is used for encoding and decoding using
•
AES and calculating MAC, and finally;
is the amount of energy used for
•
calculating FEC.
According to (13) the process of coding and
decoding is executed once for every packet for the
necessary number of bits (in case of MAC: the header
and the payload; in case of encryption and
decryption: only for the payload).
Besides, because of packet loss, all the packets
and their ACKs should be sent r times in average to
ensure ε probability of success (also switching RXTX states should be done r times).
Remark. In this paper we ignored methods to
counter replay attacks, because there are solutions,
which change the number of bits present in the
header, therefore our calculations should also
depend on them.
Now having these formulas, we evaluate the
usage of packet aggregation and FEC in parallel, and
determine the amount of energy saved using them
considering a certain BER of the radio channel.
Let
refer to the energy consumed during
sending and receiving a packet without aggregation
and FEC. Let us calculate the amount of gains we can
achieve using aggregation and FEC compared to no
aggregation and no FEC as a baseline
,

(16)

where
denotes the energy needed for sending an
n-aggregated packet using FEC. The ratio expressed
in (15) was determined for the discussed three FEC
codes. The parameters of these FEC codes can be
found in Table 2.

4.1. Results
We introduced the protocols and corresponding
parameters in the previous sections. To demonstrate
the consequences of the formulas and to determine
the possible amount of energy that can be saved, the
calculations are performed on the parameters of a real
system developed by the authors. Among these

parameters some characterize the hardware, while
others describe the protocol.
Fig. 5 shows the gain (the ratio of not using
aggregation and using it) that can by achieved by
using aggregation without FEC. The graph line
representing
4 ∙ 10 is jagged, because the
number of required retransmissions is growing as the
aggregation number is increasing. The number of
retransmissions is the same in the neighbouring
points, which follow each other without a jump in
their values. The reason why the results achieved by
using aggregation is better compared to the n-packet
based algorithm is, that we lose the overhead
of headers.
In the figures of this section, the
1 marks the
level above which the use of aggregation is
more efficient.
Remark. This phenomena can be observed in case
of other BER values, e.g. for
4 ∙ 10 the first
jump is at
200, which is above the aggregation
value we considered worthy to examine.

Fig. 5.

for different BER values without FEC.

Fig. 6 has the same setup as Fig. 5, with the only
difference that Hamming codes were applied.
The graphs show that in case of medium quality
) and good quality
channel (
4 ∙ 10
(
4 ∙ 10 ) channel, there is no difference; the
calculated points are perfectly aligned.
Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 show similarity of the values of
Θ for different BER levels with respect to
aggregation number n for Reed-Solomon and BCH
FEC codes.
Analysing Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 it can be noticed, that
in case of a poor quality channel (
4 ∙ 10 )
for every aggregation number n we got better gain
values then in case of better channel. This is because
more powerful FEC codes provide more benefits
compared to the same aggregation numbers in case of
poor quality channels. Better BER channels achieved
the same gain .
Also, the graphs are looking like stages because
the block length of Reed-Solomon codes is fixed.
Therefore if the payload is not long enough padding
is used to fill the rest of the block, which
is inefficient.
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seen, that in case of lower aggregation numbers
(
10 ), Reed-Solomon is the best solution, and
from 20
40 RS and BCH are at the same
level. When further increasing the aggregation
number RS code is the most efficient again.

Fig. 6.

for different BER values with Hamming code.

Fig. 8.

for different BER values with BCH code.

Opt. aggr. no.
No. of reps.

Fig. 7.

Hamming
9
8

BCH
37
4

RS
18
3

for different BER values with
Reed-Solomon code.

In Fig. 8 in case of aggregation number
40
the poor quality channel gains more using
aggregation and BCH code, than the better quality
channels. Also at better quality channel there is
significant gain compared to baseline (no
aggregation, no FEC) just like in the case of ReedSolomon codes.
The next three figures (Fig. 9 - Fig. 11) compare
the cases of different FEC codes grouped by channel
quality (
4 ∙ 10 , 4 ∙ 10 and 4 ∙ 10
in
respect to . For every diagram, a table is included,
which shows the optimal aggregation number
(the highest point of the graphs and the
corresponding number of required retransmissions.
Remark. The optimal aggregation number can be
much higher is case of BCH and RS codes, but the
authors considered n<100 aggregation numbers are
worth dealing with, because higher aggregation
numbers would cause much higher delays. For
example if the aggregation number n=100 and the
packets are generated on an hourly base, then the
aggregation delay can be as high as 100 hours. For
most real-world scenarios the delay should be within
a day.
Fig. 9 compares FEC codes on the worst quality
channel. This scenario shows the energy cost of
different FEC codes the best. The graph emphasizes,
that not using any FEC is the worst, and BCH and
Reed-Solomon codes perform as the best. It can be
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No FEC
2
6

Fig. 9. Comparison of FEC codes at BER=4E-3.

Fig. 10 compares FEC codes on a channel with
4 ∙ 10 . It can be seen, that in case of
n>20 aggregation numbers, FEC codes provide more
energy efficient operation. The FEC codes perform
roughly the same.
Opt. aggr. no.
No. of reps.

No FEC
18
2

Hamming
98
2

BCH
94
2

RS
100
2

According to Fig. 11 in good quality channels
there is no benefit of using FEC codes, because for
every aggregation number the case without FEC
performs as the best. The FEC codes just converge to
the graph of no FEC case.

Opt. aggr. no.
No. of reps.

No FEC
100
2

Hamming
98
2

BCH
94
2

RS
100
2
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Fig. 10. Comparison of FEC codes at BER=4E-4.

Fig. 12.

as function of

and BER.
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Fig. 11. Comparison of FEC codes at BER=4E-5.

Fig. 12 shows the values of as function of
and BER. It can be seen that Reed-Solomon codes
result in the best performance for this n and
BER range.

5. Conclusions
This article discussed the energy efficiency of
different Forward Error Correction algorithms and
presented a method to calculate the optimal amount
of aggregation of the data packets in terms of power
consumption, while taking into account the Bit Error
Rate characteristics of the wireless channel.
With the help of the methods shown in this paper,
developers
and
researchers
can
optimize
the energy consumption of their wireless sensor
network protocol.
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